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Faculty feel threatened by budget shortfall
BY KEVIN TURNER

’Tartan Daily Star( Wnter

SJSU faculty may have to prepare for
the worst, as the CSU’s $1,788-per-year
fee proposal creates differing problems
including missed pay raises, lay offs
and the decline in quality of education.
In the past few weeks, state budget
hearings with the Senate Budget and
Fiscal Review Subcommittee were held;
results of the hearings were presented
as documents called "California Faculty Association (CFA) Government
Relations Weekly Updates."
Evidence from the Legislative Ana-

lyst’s Office (LAO) was presented at
these meetings. For starters, the LAO
stated the CSU would need $336 million to bring it line with the state Master Plan of affordable, quality education.
According to the "CFA Update,"
CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz agreed
with the LAO that there are 6,500 less
class sections and 2,500 fewer faculty
this year, and this was the third consecutive year without a faculty pay raise,
even with the rising cost of living.
The committee was also informed
that faculty compensation and work-
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"The brunt of the pay cuts will come
through part- titne teachers, who don’t
have that long-term stability:. Van Beek
said.
"The merit salary adjustments
(MSAs) are set every year for the faculty:" he said. "The younger teachers who
have been on campus for only three or
four years will not have the MSAs.
"We have one of the highest teacher
loads, where some teachers are scheduled four classes a term. Teachers rely
on sabbaticals to improve instruction
in their fields. And the sabbaticals have
See FACULTY, Page 6

loads were becoming greater problems.
Munitz also said there is less faculty job
security and the CSU may be anticipating faculty lay offs, particularly if the
state budget goes beyond 10 percent in
CSU cuts.
In SJSU President J. Handel Evans’
town meeting last month, he said CSU
is currently operating with a projected
4.5-percent reduction of fees.
Stephen D. Van Beek, community
and government affairs liaison for the
Academic Senate, said SJSU had
planned no tenure and tenured-track
lay offs.

’The concern is this: are
we going to draw the
line, and make CSU a
diploma mill or
preserve the quality of
education?’
Pat Nick,
(-..tht
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Faculty contract extended for one year
BY ALLAN HOVLAND
Spartan Daily Stall Wntet

Forging ahead

MATT WALLIS

Yolanda Adra, left, Alice Ng, middle, and Millie Solomon pour molten
bronze into plaster casts Tuesday afternoon at the university’s art
foundry located on Fifth Street. The bronze is heated to 2,0000 F and
is used to make a cast of a sculpture contained in the mold. The high

SISU pays $20,000 a month
extra while awaiting new well
BY TRUONG 1)11110C KtiANti
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

Because only one campus
water well is in working order,
SISU is currently buying from the
city to meet its water needs, and
this is costing the university
approximately $20,000 more per
month, according to Ken Yang,
director of operations design and
const ruction.
It is. therefore, to the university’s advantage to either modify
the main well, which was contaminated earlier this semester, or
constuct a new one.
"It’s still in the design stage,"
Yang said, referring to plans to
build a new well on campus. "But
the technical design is done."
Facilities Development and
Operations (FDO) is working in
a joint effort with the Environmental Health and Occupational
Safety (EHS) to drill the well in
the summer.
Yang estimated the new well
will cost between $200,000 and
$300,000. The chancellor’s oftice

has approved the expenditure.
Drilling a well doesn’t necessarily mean there will be water
underneath.
"You drill the well, then you
test it to prove that it’s yielding
the quantity you desire:. Yang
said.
The site of the new well will be
between Joe West Hall and Building BB.
The current non -operating
main campus well, which is next
to Seventh Street Parking Garage,
is nearly 30 years old.
"That’s ba.sically how long a
well is good for:’ Yang said.
There’s a casing for a metal tube
inserted into wells so that the
ground doesn’t move, and the
casing is showing its age.
"It’s not in good condition,"
Yang said. "It can collapse any
time."
The South Campus well is a
fairly new well, according to
Yang. It, however, only serves that
section of campus.
Before the main well can be
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temperature burns away the sculpture, leaving a bronze cast. After a
day, the plaster is broken off and the bronze cast remains. The three
students are working on a project for their Art 169 metal sculpture
class.

used, there needs to be modifications, as specified by the state
Department of Health Services
(DHS).
Sharon Wong from DHS
Office of Drinking Water, said
there are three requirements SJSU
must meet. First, it needs to
upgrade the chlorination facility
to ensure the system is reliable
and flow proportional. "How
proportional" means the amount
of chlorine added is always in
proportion to the amount of
water flow.
Second, SJSU needs to retain a
certified water treatment plant
operator to operate and maintain
the chlorination facility.
And third, it needs to upgrade
its monitoring program for clearing and monitoring residual bacteria.
"It’s up to the university to put
a package together and propose it
to us," Wong said.
Plumbing Supervisor Kym
Bersuch said the current system
See WATER, Page 3

The California State
University (CSU) and the
California Faculty Association (CFA) have agreed to
extend the CFA’s contract
one year, to June 30, 1994.
The CFA is the union for
university faculty in California.
The new contract, called
the Collective Bargaining
Agreement, was approved
by the board of trustees
March 17. CSU Chancellor
Barry Munitz and the
board both recommend
the CFA accept this agreement.
"Now the ball is in our
court," said Manuel Fimbres, president of the SJ SU
chapter of CFA. "Next
week, a vote is going to go
to the membership for ratification. By the end of next
week, we will know
whether we approve it or
not." Fimbres said he sees
no reason for the CFA
members to reject the contract.
The vote will take place
next week. Members of
CFA at each of the 20 CSU
campuses will vote yea or
nay, Fimbres said, on the
new contract.
CFA members will vote
at each of their prospective
campuses. Then each chapter office will tally the votes
and report the results to
CFA headquarters in Los
Angeles. The outcome of
the vote will be made
known on April 1 or 2.

Al Swanson, professor of
social works at SJSU and
member of the CFA grievance committee, said SJSU
will have to vote in a slightly different manner.
"Normally we would
hold elections on campus,"
Swanson said. "But we’ll be
on break." SJSU is the only
CSU campus not in session
next week.
However, the CFA have
arranged for SJSU faculty
to vote by mail. "The recommendation that the
(CFA) leadership is giving
to its members is that (the
contract) be ratified," Fimbres said.
One issue the CFA is still
worried about is the merit
salary adjustment (MSA),
or step increase. This is a
pay upgrade corresponding to the number of years
a professor teaches at SJSU.
Each year is equal to a
"step" on the ladder toward
tenure. The amounts of the
MSAs are detailed in the
CFA contract.
MSAs should not be
confused with cost of living
raises. MSAs are specific
salaries connected to rank
advancement, whereas cost
of living raises are tied to
state inflation.
Fimbres said the budget
that went from the legislature to the governor had
included MSAs. What the
overnor did was strike out
the language specifically
allocating funds for MSAs
and just include the money
See CONTRACT, Page 6

Good students may get Latin tides
BY NASER MEN

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

After 29 years, SJSU will likely re-establish a long-standing
SJISU tradition abandoned in
1964. It is a return proposed by
a group of students who
thought it would make a big
difference to students graduating with honors.
The SJSU Academic Senate
approved the recommendation
to the return of the Latin designations cum laude, magna cum
laude and summa cum Ian&

for graduation honors.
A lot of people don’t understand what the English designations stand for, Academic Senator John Latimer said.
"Businesses and employers
have greater appreciation for
the Latin designations than the
English designations of ’distinction’ and ’great distinction:
which are currently used by the
university," he said.
Latimer, who serves on the
Instruction and Student Affairs
Committee, said Latin designa-

tions are better known to
employers. He said by using
them, "we comform with other
campuses in the nation."
Cum laude (pronounce
come laudee) means with praise
or the first grade of honor.
Summa cum laude refers to the
highest praise or distinction.
Magna cum laude, which refers
to a great praise, designates students work higher than cum
laude but lower than summa
See HONORS, Page

Commentator speaks on socialism, post-Soviet style
BY LEAH LA GALANTE
Special to the Spartan Daily

Bill Mandel, radio commentator, author and scholar of the former Soviet Union, will speak at
the First Christian Church, located at 80 S. Fifth St., Thursday at
7:30 p.m. on "What Did Happen
in the Soviet Union:. the first in a
series of lectures, discussions and
symposia on "Socialist Thought
in the Post-Soviet Era."
Mandel, former member of the
Communist Party and now inde-

pendent leftist, will focus on the
pa.st tive to six years of social
activity in the Soviet Union, said
Bob Lindsay, a member of the
Committees of Correspondence.
The Committees of Correspondence make up a left-wing
organization born out of the
Communist Party and founded
on the principles of democracy,
Lindsay said.
Mandel is considered an expert
in the study of the former Soviet
Union and can be described as a

"friendly critic," Lindsay said.
Mandel said. "I attended
Moscow University and got to
know the people of the Brezhnev
administration."
Mandel is the author of five
books about the Soviet Union,
two of which resulted in the questioning of Mandel in 1953 by Senator Joseph McCarthy during the
McCarthy hearings, Mandel said.
The lecture is sponsored by the
San Jose chapter of the Committees of Correspondence.
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nsolidating programs
best way to preserve courses
The Spartan Daily supports the
recommendation that would create
an ethnic and comparative studies
department at SJSU.
The department, to be formed by
joining the Afro-American and Mexican -American studies programs with
each other, would combine the programs’ resources.
The recommendation makes sense
in light of budget constraints being
imposed on the university. This university is full of sacred cows that provide little milk to students it is
time they are put out to pasture.
According to SJSU Institutional
Research, only two students are
declared as Afro-American studies
majors in the Spring 1992 semester.
This lack of student interest is jeopardizing the program.
’I’he new recommendation will
preserve the integrity of the prograin
for those who are interested.
While opponents of the recommendation search for ways to stop the

implementation of the new program,
they are failing to recognize the possible benefits to students. Included in
the benefits is the scaling down of
administrative overhead and directing the funds to course offerings.
The course content and the number of class offerings from each program will remain unchanged. The
department will promote multi -cultural understanding. At the same
time students will still be able to concentrate in different studies offered by
the department .
The loss facing these current programs can be said in two words:
administrative autonomy. This loss
has little or nothing to do with students or their education.
Education should be the primary
concern to all involved while this university deals with budget reductions
not white-collar jobs.
We hope future proposals are both
cost effective and fair to the students
of this university as well as the taxpayers who support it.

Letters to the editor

A modest abortion proposal
Editor,
So the abortion debate marches
on. Let’s get a few things out of the
way: I believe life begins at conception; abortion is murder and some
times murder is an acceptable course
of action. Everybody will always land
on one side of the issue or the other
fueling an endless debate, rage and
hatred for those of the other opinion.
What shall we do? We can just forget about it and let things stay the
way they are, but pro-lifers won’t let
us do that either. So we’re stuck,
right?
Wrong! I’ve got an idea that should
let both sides feel victorious and give
them just what they want, life and
choice. How?
Simple, at this time, we can transplant livers, make test-tube babies
and keep hearts running with pacemakers. Medical technology has
advanced by leaps and bounds and
all will agree that it will do so in the
future.
So here it is. We take the child
from the mother who doesn’t want
him and transfer him to a mother
who wants to adopt him or to a
mechanical "womb" for a parent who
legally adopted him.
The procedure will cost as much as
an abortion and any extra will be
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Yesterday’s liberal extremists today’s status quo
sion. During the 12 years of
Woe is the plight of Reagan and Bush, groups such
the poor, disassociated liberal as Earth First! got media attenext remist.
tion because of the lack of govOnce upon a time in Amer- ernment action to meet their
ica, a radical was exemplified desires. But since the election,
by such causes as the environ- the ones making the most
ment and civil rights. These media noise have been on the
issues are still very much in rightish end of the political
the limelight, of course, but line.
the extreme view is not getting
The ones feeling particularly anxious are
much
as
attent ion.
the Christian
It’s all Bill
fundamenClinton’s
talists. It may
fault, damn it.
just be my
With the
imagination,
of
election
but
these
Mr. Middleguys seem to
of-the -road
be on TV a
(whom
lot more than
1
voted
for,
they used to.
incidentally),
I like to
the role of the pissed-off radi- watch these guys. The fear and
cal has fallen into some fright- anger in their eyes is amusing
ening hands.
in scary sort of way.
The most obvious example
It usually happens that I’m
as of late is the pro-lifers. All of watching these guys while
a sudden the anti-abortionist hung over some Sunday mornhas all the anger and impetus ing, slouched in my chair with
of an eco-terrorist trapped in a coffee in hand, wondering
nuclear power plant.
what they would think of all
The one ingredient that the wonderful sins in which I
fuels a radical’s fire is oppres- just indulged myself the night

The one ingredient
that_fuels a
radical’sfire is
oppression.

before.
By what these televangelists
are saying, it’s obvious they’re
feeling more than a little claustrophobic with the new democratic leader.
They pace anxiously across
their flower-laden stage condemning such horrors as freethought and free-choice. They
quote from the Bible and flash
these quotes on the screen for
those not bnght enough to follow along. Then they manipulate these passages to relate
them to whatever subject they
are discussing.
One even came close to calling for a crusade against
homosexuals. And I’m sitting
there trying to figure out what
these people are so afraid of.
When one guy said with a
completely straight face that
God’s love goes hand in hand
with financial success, I had to
leave the room.
I’m just wondering when
Pat Buchannan
who should
be basking in this glow of
intolerance is going to buy
air time and start displaying
his charts and graphs.
Hopefully it won’t get that

Jim Batch

Elephant Talk
absurd. But as one who usually
hangs out on the extreme left
of the political line
or
maybe hovers somewhere
above it I’m starting to get a
little jealous of these guys.
Maybe I should start thinking about a contribution to the
Quayle in ’96 campaign.

Jim Batch is Daily
staffcolumnist. His column
appears every Wednesday.

Affirmative action: Will they ever understand?

Peter Perdaems
Junior, Radio, Television/Film
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paid by the adoptive parent. And if by
three months no one claims the child,
then an abortion can occur. This
gives pro-lifers a chance to put their
money where their mouths are with
all the "bring the baby to term and
someone will adopt him" talk.
No backing out of this contract: it
will be tighter than a pre-nuptial
agreement between two lawyers and
carry a $250,00 fine payable to the
child so he will not grow up in poverty. With this three-month -rule, you
still get the quality of life a woman
deserves who doesn’t want a child.
Now I know what you’re saying,
"This is just a fantasy that can’t ever
happen." But wait at this time a
baby can be saved at around two
months premature in extreme cases.
And who is to say we can’t some day
move them inside of three months.
Think about it. Pro-lifers can stop
blockading abortion clinics and get
jobs to give money to research. Prochoicers can stop protesting the prolifers and get their choice in a more
humane way. It’s time to step back
and look at this from a different perspective.

FFIEDLIMPERTSPARTANDAILY

Not long ago, while driving in my parents’ van, a
struggling freshman such as
myself can’t afford his own
wheels, I happened to be
zooming through the radio’s
AM frequency when something caught my attention.
This something was a discussion on the state of the
American education system.
Anyway, the talk-show itself
did not beckon for my attention, but rather a comment
made by one of the listeners.
The listener, a guy named
Dave, ryas a white, male college
student. Dave called the studio
to express his feelings on Affirmative Action in education.
Dave’s comment was, "I
think that Affirmative Action
programs show bias towards
white students, and perpetuates favoritism.
First of all, in light of the
years of misrepresentation,
bigotry, socioeconomic and
educational obsolescence that
America’s minorities, who
actually constitute the majority, have faced, Dave’s ideology
seriously disappoints me.
But, as Dr. Martin Luther
King, jr. once said, "There can
be no deep disappointment
where there is not deep love."
Secondly Dave, since I
myself am a member of the so
called minority, I feel Affirmative Action programs in education are vitally important.

These programs are the fruits
of a harvest we have tenaciously worked to gather.
Furthermore, through the
struggles, bloodshed, and
death we have endured, and
from the cheap if not forced
labor which has built this great
nation, and brought our
ancestors little, if any, economic returns, America’s minorities have payed for these programs.
We have
not, as you
so assuredly
assume,
been "given"
anything.
Moreover,
Affirmative
Action prog r am s,
while they
are good in
intent, can
never fully
compensate
us (America’s minonties: both past and present) for
the work we’ve done.
From an African -American
perspective, these programs
haven’t even begun to pay
interest on the debt owed us.
No amount of programs, monetary and social gains, or apologizing can ever repay us for
the injustices inflicted upon
the mental and physical being
of our ancestors.
You see, the programs in

effect now, such as EOP,
Upward Bound and so forth
are the product of decades of
petitions, agitation, struggles,
diligence, militancy, and,
unfortunately, death; not, as
you believe, the so-called good
will to men of America’s power
structure a predominantly
white power structure, if I may
add.
Hence, the progress minorities
have
made is the
result
of
struggle.
as
And
Frederick
Douglas
once said,
"If there is
no struggle
there is no
progress.
This struggle may be a
moral one,
or it may be
a physical
one, and it
may be both moral and physical, but it must be a struggle.
Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and
it never will. Men may not get
all they pay for in this world,
but they must certainly pay for
all they get:’
For the Dave’s of the world
this all boils down to a few
simple facts:
Affirmative Action in education is the result of moral

From an AfricanAmerican
persepective, these

programs haven’t
even begun to pay
interest on the debt
owed to us

Belafanti Deashan
Jones

Campus Viewpoint
and physical struggles that
have been justifiably warranted.
As historical fact leads us to
believe, there would be no
Affirmative Action programs
were it not for the countless
numbers of minorities who
have been willing to fight for
what’s rightfully theirs.
And, most importantly, the
few programs minorities have
obtained were paid for with an
unexchangeable currency, the
human life, and are nothing
more than a miniscule pebble
fallen from the mountainside
of retribution.
Wherever you are Dave, I
hope this explanatory essay
sets you on the path that winds
from ignorance to understanding. And, hopefully, once
you understand the historical
origins and implications of
Affirmative Action programs
you will help to make history,
rather than repeat the mistakes
of the past.

Belafanti Deashan Jones
Freshman: Biology
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SpartaGuide
Me San Jose State calendar

TODAY
ADVERTISING CLUB: Meeting
with BBDO San Francisco, 7p.m.,
BC 114, call Alan 924-7920.
AL-ANON: Weekly Meeting, 1212:50p.m., Administration 269,
call (510) 483-2084.
AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL:
Meeting, 6p.m., SU Montalvo
Room, call Stephanie at 2947937.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD: Wednesday
night cinema
- "Reservoir
Dogs," 6-9p.m., SU Ballroom, call
R.A.T. line at 924-6261.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUDaily
Lent
Mass,
NITY:
12:10p.m., Campus Christian
Center Chapel at 10th and San
Carlos, call Judy at 298-0204.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS: Conversation with Bob Wick,
2:30p.m., SU Montalva Room,
call Mark at 997-3980.
COUNSELING SERVICES: Academic Advising, 4-5p.m. in
Admin. Bldg. 201, 5-6:45p.m. in
Admin. Bldg. lobby, call 9245910.
DELTA SIGMA PHI: March of
Dimes benefit - Funkier Than
Thou, 8p.m. at Rockin Tacos,
Santa Clara Street, call Gary at
295-1008.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES: Lecture by Dr.
Michael Kutilek on "Conservation Problems in Antarctica,"
1:30p.m., Duncan Hall 135, call
Jean at 924-4900.
DISABLED STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Spring Celebration with
SU
12p.m.,
refreshments,
Pacheco Room, call 924-6000.
AND STRATEGY
FANTASY
CLUB: "Vampire," 5p.m., SU
Almaden, call Mike at 924-7097.
FRENCH AND SPANISH CLUBS:
Barbecue,
12:30-2p.m.,
7th
Street barbecue pit, call Dr. Van
Hoof at 924-4620 (students
must sign up to attend).
LINGUISTICS AND LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT: Slideshow and
meeting to elect new officers,
12:30p.m. slideshow, 1:30p.m.
meeting, BC 215, call 924-4413.
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT
SOCIETY OF AMERICA: Officer
elections meeting, 7p.m., SU
Costonoan Room, call Wendy at
248-5683.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries shows 10a.m.-

4p.m., Art Building and Industrial Studies, call Marla at 9244330.
SJSU FOUNDATION AND SJSU
OFFICE OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH: 14th
Annual Research Forum with
reception to follow, 2p.m., Engineering Bldg. auditorium, room
189, call Nancy at 924-1429,
SJSU STUDENTS FOR CHOICE:
Tabling and signing of the late
Dr. Gunn, 9a.m.-3p.m., Front of
SU, call Denelle at 984-4084.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS: Annual Speaking Event,
11:30a.m.-12:30p.m., Engineering Bldg. auditorium, call Simi at
226-3765 or Allan at 241-8384.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY
COMMITTEE: Health Fair, Master
self balance, 10a.m.-3p.m., Midlevel in SU, call Tam i at 9246203.

THURSDAY
ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER
STUDENT UNION: Asian Outreach -Day meeting, 5-7p.m., SU
Montalvo Room, call Christina at
924-2587.
CALMECA PROJECT: Pre-BowlA-Thon Gathering, 6p.m., SU
Costanoan Room, call Venessa
at 279-5143.
AND
PLANNING
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Career strategies
for physics majors, 11:30a.m.,
Science 239; Co-op orientation,
lp.m., SU Costanoan Room, call
924-6033.
JEWISH AWARENESS MONTH:
Movie night, 7:30p.m., SU
Costanoan Room, call Anna at
378-3037 or 379-6056.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT: Listening
Hour featuring pianist Laurel
Brettell, 12:30-1:20p.m., Music
Bldg., Concert Hall, call 9244673.
EDUCATION
PREVENTION
CENTEr..
(PEP)
PROGRAM
Impromptu Theatre, 12-1p.m.,
SJSU Amphitheater, call Mar.;ha
at 924-5945.
SAVE THE AFRO-AMERICAN
STUDIES DEPARTMENT: Meeting, 5:30p.m., Wahlquist Central
210, SDS-EOP Tutorial Room, call
Aswad at 924-7952.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries shows 10a.m.4p.m., Art Building and Industrial Studies, call Marla at 9244330.
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Honors
Fmtn page 1
cum laude.
The proposed change originated with concern of students
who are graduating with honors and students with high
GPAs, said Stephen Goodman,
a student senator on the Academic Senate.
The committee, which
Goodman is a member of,
reviewed the recommendation
presented by the students "and
decided to approved for many
reasons," Goodman said.
"The Latin designations are
the uniform way to honor a
student with high GPAr he
said. "It helps these student
when they transfer to graduate
studies and when they look for
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jobs."
The Academic Senate, at the
meeting on March 8, also
approved the GPA requirements for graduation honors at
SJSU.
Students with a 3.30 to a
3.60 GPA will be designated as
cum laude. Those with a GPA
of 3.61 to 3.84 are considered
as magna cum laude. And students with a GPA equal to or
higher than 3.85 are honored
with summa cum laude.
Although SJSU President J.
Handel Evans has not signed
the proposal, he is expected to
approve it.
If he signs it, it will become
a policy effective spring of
1994.

Get a
that does the job.
Full Service
Desktop Publishing
Resume Package I

$24.95
Resume Package II

Water
the university has is capable of
one part of residual chlorine per
million. DHS is asking that the
chlorination system be capable of
putting out two or three parts per
million, he said.
The two-parts system costs
$60,000, while the three-parts
system costs $100,000.
"That’s a difference of $40,000
between the two, which is a lot,"
Bersuch said. "We’re asking
(DHS) to pick one."
However, Wong said DHS
does not set a minimum or maximum standard for chlorine residual levels in underground water
supplies.
"Our standard only applies to
treated surface waterr Wong said.
To meet DHS qualifications,
SJSU will need to buy additional
equipment for a slightly different
injection system, Bersuch said.
"We’re not losing the current
equipment," Bersuch said. "We’ll
just be adding more to an existing systemr
What it boils down to is dol-

lars, he said. SJSU is paying more
to San Jose Water Co. every
month when it can be self-supporting, water-wise.
For January ’93, the latest
month for which FDO has
records, SJSU used 13,302 CCFs
(1 CCF = 748 gallons), half of’
which was purchased from the
city. San Jose Water Co. (SJWC)
charges the same rate for a singlehouse residence or a commercial
business, which is $1.309 per
CCF, according to Melania, an
employee at SJWC, whose company policy only allows her to
identify herself by her first name.
Over the years, SJSU has conserved enough water in its water
bank so there is no danger of
exceeding its allocations and paying a higher rate, according to
Betty Luna of the facilities
department.
"We’re making every effort to
move back to our campus wells,"
Yang said. "Maybe in a month or
two, we’ll be back."
Once the new well is constructed, the current main well
will serve as back-up, Yang said.

Resume Paper.
Valid on orders over $2.50.
Must present coupon. One
coupon per customer. Not
valid with any other offer
and only at this location.
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Spartans drop wet doubleheader
BY TORREY WEBB

arta) I Yady start Writer

It was raining, the field was
wet, and Debbie Nelson, SJSU
Softball Coach was ejected from
both games in a doubleheader as
her team went on to get swept by
the University of Hawaii 5-0, 6-2.
"This the first time I’ve been
thrown out in seven years and
today I got the double whammy.
It was frustrating, we couldn’t get
any calls."
The Spartans (13-10, 3-3)
faced a mediocre Hawaii team
(15-18, 2-8) that was looking for
its first win in the Big West Conference.
The Rainbow Wahine struck
first in the top of the first inning
of the second game when
Stephanie Keeler drove in a run
on an infield hit. The next batter,

JENNIFER FEURTADO SPARTAN DAIL-

Brandon Coupe, the Spartans’ No. 1 singles
player, returns the ball to his BYU opponent

during Monday’s match. Coupe won the
match 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.

Spartan tennis teams get blown out,
Coupe only winner on either squad
SJSU’s Brandon Coupe won
his ninth straight singles match
Monday, March 22 improving
his season record to 20-5, but it
was the only singles match the
Spartans won as they lost to
Brigham Young University 6-1,
at the Spartan Courts.
SISU’s record dropped to 39.
Coupe, the Spartans’ No. 1
singles player, took three sets to
defeat BYU’s Brad Quinney 36, 6-3, 6-4.
In No. 2 singles, the Spartans’ Ryan Edwards lost to Herman Van de Casteel 7-5, 6-3.
BY U’s Micah Rideout was victorious over Ryan Marasigan 62, 7-6 at No. 3 singles and at
No. 4, Jason Hardin edged out
the Spartans’ Damon Coupe 62, 2-6, 6-3.
Yuval Bauman and Sergio
Pinto, SJSU’s No. 5 and 6 singles players, went down in
straight sets. Bauman lost 6-0,
6-3 to Andrew Sheppert and
Pinto was defeated by Colin

McMullin 6-0, 6-2.
Because of the new Fast
Scoring System for the men’s
tennis teams, doubles only
counts as one point in the team
score.
Whoever wins two of the
three doubles matches or all
three of the matches will
receive the point and each
match is only played as a proset.
Unfortunately, the Spartans
won only one of the doubles
matches.
The No. 1 doubles team of
Brandon Coupe and Marasigan defeated Rideout and
Quinney 8-6. Edwards and
Damon Coupe lost to Van de
Casteel and Brian Hardin 8-2
at No. 2 doubles. SISU’s No. 3
doubles team was defeated by
Jason
Hardin
and
and
McMullin 8-3.
Women
The SISU women’s tennis
team also dropped a non-conference match Monday to Boise

State 9-0.
The Spartans (3-11) were
unable to take one set away
from Boise(8-6).
At No. 1 singles, the Spartans Tisha Hiraishi lost to
Luciana Nolasco 6-1, 6-2. Jennifer Taylor was defeated 6-4,
6-2 to Boise’s Kris Costi at No.
2 singles and at No. 3 SJSU’s
Julie Williams lost 6-4, 6-3 to
Bindi Thomas 6-4, 6-3.
Rounding off singles play
was Bihn Thach who lost to
Toni Yates 6-1, 6-2 at No. 4 singles, Nicole Fink was beat 7-6,
6-0 by Lisa Benton at No. 4 and
at No. 5 Leslie Magsalay lost to
Cris Shin 6-0, 6-1.
In doubles play, Hiraishi and
Taylor was defeated by Nolasco
and Costi 6-3, 6-0 at No. 1 doubles.
The No. 2 doubles team of
Williams and Fink lost 6-1, 6-0
to Thomas and Benton and at
No. 3 Thach and Gretchen Seeley was beat by Yates and Jan
Blackman 7-5, 6-2.

Women take fifth in Big West
Conference Championship meet
Spartansstar earnes trip to NCAA regional championships
The SJSU women’s gymnastic
team finished in fifth place Saturday, March 20 in the Big West
Conference Women’s Gymnastic
Championships in Fullerton.
Host Cal State Fullerton,
ranked number 20 in the nation,
and Utah State, ranked 18th in
the nation, tied for first place.
U.C. Santa Barbara and Sacramento State followed with another tie for third place.

Jodi Solod was the only Spartan to finish in the top three in
any of the events. Solod placed
second in the individual floor
exercise.
She received a 9.85 behind
Fullerton’s Celeste Delia who
recieved a 9.95.
Delia won the individual allaround finishing with a total of
39.35 points.
With Solod’s finish she gains a

berth in the NCAA regional
championships next month, the
only gymnast from SJ SU to make
it.
Solod is one of seven allaround gymnasts from schools
in this region to make it to the
regionals who are not affilitated
to teams that are competing.
It will be her third trip to the
NCA A regional championships

Julie Luft , drove in another run
with a sacrifice fly.
However, the Spartans were
quick to respond in the following
inning with their next at-bat.
Jackie Tawaey, who went 2-for-3
hit a double and went to third
base on a passed ball.
Then Noleana Woodard, collected an RBI as she singled, driving Tawney home. The first
inning ended with the score of 2The rest of the game was
owned by the University of
Hawaii. In the top of the third,
they extended their lead when
Anne Williams and Keeler each
drove in a run.
In the fifth, the Wahine scored
two more runs, one a close call at
home plate which Nelson protested and was promptly ejected

from the game.
SJSU wasn’t able to manufacture any scoring until the seventh
inning on an RBI single by Jenny
Cook.
The first game was scoreless
until the fourth inning. Deirdre
Wisneski of Hawaii drove in a
run with a line shot that just fell
fair inside the first baseline. Kelley Hupp next hit a double to left
field to score the next run..
With bases loaded, University
of Hawaii scored on a passed ball
by the pitcher Lisa Wehren.
When asked if the bad whether
had an effect on her team’s performance, Nelson was skeptical.
"I don’t think so. Hawaii was
hitting the ball well. They weren’t
making the same mistakes we
were," Nelson.

SJSU Track Club holds fourth

annual Spartan Gold Rush Run
The fourth annual Spartan
Gold Rush Run is only less than
two weeks away on April 4 at 9
a.m.
The Run, which is always on
the first day of daylight-savings
time, will be held at Hellyer Park
in South San Jose and is the Spartan Cross-Country and Track
Club premier fund raising event.
The race welcomes SJSU students, faculty, staff and the San
Jose community at large to join
this five-mile run or two-mile
walk.
The fee to register is $8 for
SJSU students, $12 for advance
registration (before March 26)
and $15 race-day registration for
all others.

Proceeds benefit the Spartan
Cross-Country and Track Club,
which was formed after the
demise of the SJSU track team in
1988. The fund raiser will help
the club offset expenses like track
and field entry fees, travel costs
and scholarships awarded to outstanding club members.
For the first time, a silent auction for sports memorabilia items
will be held at the race site as an
additional
fund-raiser. Kent
Herkenrath, the captain of SJSU’s
track team in 1959, donated several items including a complete
Olympic pin set valued at $200
and several autographed San
Francisco 49ers posters.
Herkenrath owns the Fan

Club, a sports memorabilia and
apparel store in San Jose.
Herkenrath said he felt terrible
at the loss of the track team in
1988 and wanted to do something
special for the track club.
This year’s run is being dedicated in the memory of long-time
supporter and charter member
Zeppi Long, who died last
November from a heart ailment.
Andrea Byers, two-time club
president, said "Zeppi loved this
club and put in more time and
energy than anyone else to make
this race a success."
For more information call
Andrea Byers at (408) 288-6951
or Sonya Bradley at (510) 6361503.

Alcohol may have contributed to
Cleveland Indian players’ deaths
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)
Beer and vodka were found
Tuesday aboard the power boat
that rammed a dock on a darkened lake, killing two Cleveland
Indian pitchers, injuring another
and devastating the club two
weeks before the start of the season.
Investigators said it would be
several days before toxicology
studies determined if Steve Olin,
Tim Crews and Bob Ojeda had
been drinking.
However, several Florida television stations reported Tuesday
night that one player had a blood alcohol level of .17, above the .10
considered legally drunk in Florida for motorists and boaters.
The player was not identified,
and The Associated Press could
not independently confirm the
reports.
"We haven’t released any of
that information at this time,"
Cheryl Strouse, duty officer for
the Florida Game and Fresh
Water Fish Commission, said
Tuesday night. "If it did get out, it
was premature."

Strouse said an autopsy had
been done Thesday on Olin, and
one would
be performed
Wednesday on Crews. She did not
know when blood-alcohol levels
for both players or Ojeda, the survivor, would be released.
Lt. Bruce Cooper of the commission said investigators "found
full beer cans in an ice chest and a
liter of vodka almost full." One
empty beer can was also found on
the boat.
Olin, 27, the Indians’ top
reliever, was killed instantly. He
was struck in the chest when the
boat, near full throttle, raced
under the dock before hitting a
post.
Crews, 31, who officials said
was driving the boat, was also
struck in the chest. He died a few
hours later after being hospitalized with head and lung injuries.
Ojeda, 35, suffered cuts on his
head and was in serious condition after surgery. He is expected
to make a full recovery.
It was the first time two major
league baseball players were
killed in the same accident.

General manager John Hart
said he had "absolutely no idea"
whether the players were drunk.
But he said he was assured by
Indians strength and conditioning coach Fernando Montes they
weren’t. Montes was at a picnic
with the players and their families
before the boat ride.
"Life is a series of risks," Hart
said. "I think all of us have put
ourselves in jeopardy at one time
or another. I spoke with Tim’s
father. He said Tim had very
strict rules about his boat. He was
very familiar with the lake."
The 18-foot fiberglass Skeeter
bass boat had a 150-horsepower
motor and a top speed of 60 mph.
Viewed by an AP reporter at
the Lake County Sheriff’s garage
in Eustis, Fla., the gray and silver
boat appeared to have sustained
little damage, just some scrapes
and scratches.
There was, however, a significant amount of blood on the carpeting and seats, especially on the
passenger side. Blood was also
splattered over the left side of the
boat, covering part of the gas cap.

Men earn season-high score
mnastics team scores 265.25_for season best
BY ELAINE MUTT:LER
,I,Artan

Stanford University team
beat the SJSU Men’s Gymnastics
team with an overall score of
282.45 at the final meet of the
season Saturday at the Spartan
Gym.
The Spartans’ score was a season best 265.25 and U. C.
Berkeley scored 229.6.
Jair Lynch of the Cardinals
was surprised at the team’s victory, considering that the Cardinals had finals the week before.
Lynch said he had difficulty

in the rings and parallel bars.
"But that will come in time. This
is my twelfth year in gymnastics."
The Spartans’ Kwame Torres,
who scored a 9.5 in the rings, felt
that the team scored well overall.
"As a team we were 265.25.
Personally I did good all around
and I came back from an
injury!’
Brian Matchett, who wore a
knee brace throughout the tournament, received a 9.1 on the
high bars.
Mike Young was elated about
his performance in the meet.

"Definitely it was one of my better meets. The high bar was
hard. I kind of sprained my
ankles."
Spartans Coach Ted Edwards
felt many of his team’s members
excelled at the meet. "We did
very, very well. This is our highest team score to date. We had
eight or ten personal records."
Brian Matchett had three personal bests. Khomi had the
highest ring totals.
Chris Swircek had personal
bests on rings, high bar, and all
around. It was a night of personal bests."
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Kwame Torres performs his final high parallel bars routine Saturday night.

World Events
Washingt(m
Watch
Restiictions on
gay soldiers
may be OK
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton said Thesday at his
first formal news conference that it
is probably constitutional to
restrict the duty assignment of
homosexuals in the military.
His 40-minute session with
reporters in the White House East
Room began with a flurry of questions on Boris Yeltsin and the Russian political crisis. But before long
the emphasis turned to other matters, ranging from qualifications
for his Supreme Court nominee to
his plans for allowing openly gay
people in the military.
Brought back to the gays-military topic that threw him off stride
in the first weeks of his administration, Clinton said he would not
rule out limiting homosexuals’ military assignments "depending on
what the grounds and arguments
were."
Clinton has taken the first steps
toward allowing openly gay people
in the military.
However, confronted by widespread opposition from military
leaders, the president delayed his
policy for six months.
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0 Government forces
capture city near
Angolan capitol
LUANDA, Angola (AP) - The government said Thesday that its forces have
captured Caxito, the closest rebel -held
city to the capital and the second in two
weeks ceded by the insurgents.
It was not clear, however, whether the
rebels actually were defeated or were
simply returning to the guerrilla tactic of
controlling roads and rural areas while
harassing government-held cities.
The official Jornal de Angola newspaper reported Caxito’s fall. About 33,000
Caxito residents had fled to a refugee
camp in Luanda in November. Some
now have begun walking 38 miles home.
A government military officer in
Luanda, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said UNITA destroyed much
of Caxito’s infrastructure before withdrawing.

Belgian prime
ster resigns
over budget cuts
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - Prime
Minister Jean -Luc Dehaene submitted
the resignation of his government Thesday after failing to settle a dispute over
budget cuts.
But Dehaene said that he still hoped
the four coalition parties of the gover nment could find a way out of the crisis
and agree on the needed $3.2 billion in
budget cuts.
It was unclear how long King Bau-

douin would take before deciding
whether to accept the resignation.
Dehaene tendered his resignation after
French-speaking Socialists in the centerleft coalition rejected his last-ditch budget compromise, officials said.
"Such measures are necessary. They
will not be popular but we must reach an
agreement," Dehaene told reporters.
If the king accepts the prime minister’s resignation, the king would need to
appoint a mediator to set up a new coalition, possible without Dehaene.
The crisis also cast doubt whether the
government’s far-reaching plans to turn
Belgium into a federal state from its current unitary structure could be approved
by parliament next month.

3-year-old IRA
victim provokes
British outrage

0 Suspects in
(3 Jewish settler kills
Bombay bombing
Arab who stabbed
another settler
flee to Pakistan

WARRINGTON, England (AP) - The
father of a 3-year-old boy killed by an IRA
bomb said lbesday he hoped his only
child’s death could be the last from Northern Ireland’s troubles.
"I am wishing to God that this little
child will be the start of this - will start
something to stop it," said 58 -year-old
Wilfred Ball, whose son Johnathan was
killed by one of two bombs detonated in
Warrington’s shopping district on Saturday. Fifty-six people were injured.
Although the Irish Republican Army
has been setting off bombs in England for
20 years in its campaign to end British rule
of Northern Ireland, Johnathan’s death
provoked an unusual amount of outrage.
It is perhaps the biggest embarrassment
to the IRA since it killed I I civilians at a
World War I memorial.

NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Six members of a Muslim family sought in connection with the terrorist bombs that devastated Bombay have Ned to Pakistan, newspapers said today.
Pakistan, which has been accused of
aiding anti- Indian terrorists, said it would
cooperate in the hunt for the suspects and
would deny them refuge.
Some top Indian government officials
have accused Pakistan of being involved in
the March 12 attacks, when 13 bombs
killed more than 300 people and damaged
office buildings, the stock market and
apartments.
Police in the city of Bombay have arrested 11 Muslims in connection with the
bombings.
Police have been seeking the Memon
family since the attacks.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not appmved or
verified hy the newspaper.

AUTO INSURAKCE
Campus Insurance Sayre
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU fa’ 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student’
"Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY
2965270
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
AUDITIONS: GREEK FOLK dance
troup seeks male and fermale
CHEAP! FBI / US. SEIZED
perforrners. Will train. For info,
89 Mercedes
$200.
call 356-5754.
86 VW
$50.
$100.
ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS! 87 Mercedes
For important information on 65 Mustang
$50.
upcoming events and activities. Choose from thousands start $50.
FREE Infamation.
please go to Student Activities
24 Hour Hotline.801-379-2929
Office, Box 89. For additional
Copyrght 0 CA057510.
information call 408/3702102.
!00% PURE ADRENAUNE! I ! ! !
Experience the thrill of free falling
horn 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydivng center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. Fct the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a certified
skydiver, starting with a six hour
class and a mile long freefall the
same day. Videos of your Jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.

ELECTRONICS
MAC Classic, hard drive, modem,
prriter, software, dust covers. Exc.
cond. SIM or b/o. 374-3811.

FOR SALE

CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
89 Merredes
$200.
$50.
86 VW
87 Mercedes
$100.
Mustang.
$50.
65
Choose fran thousands start $50.
FREE 24 Hour Hotline Reveals
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE Giveaway Prices. 801-379-2929
Your chance to be seen111 Ccpyright 0 CA05750’9.
Models wanted by top agencies all
over the country and the world.
HELP WANTED
Break into the modeling industry
now! No experience necessary. Call
SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
fa details. Torn (408)2489737.
locking for creatNe energetic teachFAST FUNDRAISER. $1,000. in 1 ers, director in training & subs for
week. Greeks. clubs, anyone. preschool & school age child care
centers. Pan time, various hours
No nsk. 8006556935 ext. 50.
momings & aftemoons between 7
am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE
NEW:STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
units. Call 227-3605 or 2269622.
Office visas, teeth cleaned and
xrays - no charge.
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Easter Seal Camp in Boulder
Erroll now!
Creek. Call for application:
For binchire see
684-2166.
A.S. Office or call 8006553225.
EARN MONEY
Promote hew omanvation
selling printed sweatshirts,
T-shits, hats, visors, trigs.
decals, bumper seekers, etc.,
with yair desgn cr logo!
Please call to see just hrsv
low these prices can be!
Brainstorm Graphics:
496-6343.

SWOMIZE YOUR FINANCIAL AID!
A dynamic guide offers proven
secrets for college students, plus a
comprehensive drectory of contact
sources. For free details, send a
seff-addressed stamped envelope
to: ASA, 2455 23rd Ave., S.F. CA
94116. Satisfaction guaranteed!
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
Community Friend, providing SCUM
support to adults Irving with mental
illness. We tran. 408/ 4360606.

AUTOMOTIVE
75 BMW 2002. All leather styler.
auto, 115k. Runs great. Bright

crange. $3,200. 408/9232090.

80 JEEP CJ-5. Red. Good cond.
Rebuilt trans. & clutch. Pullout
Sony Stereo. Bikini top, S.000.
Call Holy at 4483923.
NEW WHT. 91 PICK UP. Take over
ban: $250./rnonth for 40 mmths.
23,500 miles. Call Tin 2953115.
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JERUSALEM (AP) - A Jewish settler
killed a Palestinian on Tuesday who was
bound hand and foot after stabbing
another settler. Radio reports said the
Arab was shot eight or nine times in the
back at close range.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin urged
Israelis on Thesday to defend themselves
instead of complaining about Arab
attacks. But he said that did not mean
they should be shooting Arabs.
Israel radio said the settler who
opened fire believed the Palestinian had
a grenade. But another settler said the
grenade was taken away before the 21 year-old Arab was killed.
Arab-Israeli violence has increased,
prompting renewed, angry debate over
Palestinian attacks and what Israelis can
do to defend themselves.

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
INSTRUCTOR -For those who love
children, Exciting and energetic
people needed for pre-school
children sports and recreation
program. Full & part time available.
Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung
(510) 713-7347. Positions available throughout the bay area.
**$7.00 $8.00 PER HOUR‘
Seainty - Full time or part tine
All shifts / Day, Swirg or Grave.
Weekly Paychecks
Credit union
Full training.
Vacation Pay.
3 medical plans for F.?.
Dental / Vision Plans.
Requires: Reliable transportation,
clean police record, verifiable past
employment good communication
skills, 18 + years.
Apply: 8 am.-5 pm. Monday Friday
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Near 101 at San Tomas &Oloott
$17. PER HOUR TO START.
Weekends Evenings.
Lawn aeratice sales.
Green Thumb - 732-4443.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS!
GOOD PAY - GREAT EXPERIENCE
Vector. an international firm
is expanding in the Bay Area.
We need ambitious, motivated
individuals who seek both good
income and a valuable learning
experience. Work P/T now, F/T
in summer. flexible hours set
around your school schedule!
Starting pay rate $12.25 1111
No experience nec. will train.
Internships and scholarships
available. CaN 2805195.
YOUTH SPORTS COORDINATOR.
Central YMCA of San Jose seeks
motivated, detail oriented person
interested in running youth indoor
soccer league. $6.00-$7.50 per
hour (PT). Great experience for
Recreation or Phys. Ed. students.
Call Scott Faimian at 298-1717.
MARKETING. no exp. nrm. will
train. Easy work, set your own
hours. Working as little as 2 hrs.
per day, you can eam $1,200. to
$4,000. per month. 3,350076.

SMAU. WORLD SCHOOLS
SALES POSITION! INTERESTED IN
health & fitness? Flexible hours.
Medical / Dental Wnefrts
Sck / Vacation Pay
great opportunity for Mktg. Mgrnt.
& Phys. Ed. majors. Training
Employee Referral Bonus.
propram. Brenda: 2557710.
Now hnng three part time students
to work Tuesdays and Thursdays in
CAMP COUNSELOR.2 months this before & after school age childcare
summer 0 Grlscout Aquatic Camp programs. Other full and part tine
in Kentucky. Aquatic skills positions also availabkh in both
preferred. Salary + room. & board. before & after school age childcare
415/497-7770.
programs and preschool programs.
Posterns great for both female and
LIFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR. male students. Substitute teaching
part brim. Must have CPR, First AKL positions available fa students
& LIfPgUard training. WSI a plus. needirg flexible. hours or days off
Send resume: NPIA 3, 2070 for studying, With 24 locations, we
Limewnod Dr. San Jose. 95132.
offer bts of advancement and
opportunity. Call I1S, we’ll work with
DAY SITTER FOR 2 PERFECT your schedule. Minimum 12 unts
children (ages & 4). Res sched. needed n child development.
elementary education or recreatim.
Near campus. $5./hr. 9938166.
Call (408)257-7326.
CASHIERS - CHEVRON. Two
locations. Flexible hours.Call SALES - HEALTH AND FITNESS
Full time positions available for
295396,1 / 2690337.
management trainees needed for
WANTED: VERSATILE PERSON California’s fastest growing profee
time
work
in
assistrg
sbnal martial art schools. Opportufor very part
to conduct lawful inquires. Degree nity for rapid advancement to
in philosophy, psychology or management for self motivated
related field a must. Send resume enthusiastic team players. Karate
to: Denver Detectives, 1556 experience helpful but not neces
Halford Ave. 0280, Santa Clara, sary. Guaranteed base, plus commissions, bonus, trips and other
CA 95051.
great benefits. Call Mr. Berryessa
$200. - S500. WEEKLY
at (510) 7137347.
Assemble pindbils at home
Easy! No selling. You re paid direct. COUNSELOR / SKILLS - TRAINER
Fully guaranteed. FREE Information with developmentally disabled
24 hoir hotline. 801 3792900. adults. 6 months exper. with D.D.
adults. Fremont 510/2260505.
Copyright rr CA057550.

OFFICE HIE1P NEEDED. Lcoking for
enthusiastic, professional high
energy individual! Experience in
communications, telemarketing,
computers & customer service.
Great atmosphere. Hourly wage
plus commission. Contact Ron
A.S.A.P. at Cellular Image. Call
267-TALISII

LOS GATOS ROOMIE WANTED!
$300/mo. + dep. W/D, own roorn,
cable, pool. Avail.4/10. 3741841.

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
fig windows. bright and airy, with
dishwasher, air conditiming gated,
covered parking 6, onsite laundry.
Intercom building. Quiet. nice for
thvo roommates or staff. 1 block
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY! tom SJSU. Frcm $625. per month.
The Job Finder for Hgh Tech Silicon Aspen Vintage Tcwer. 297-4705.
Valley lists valuable nfonnation on
700+ companies in the Silicon 2 BDR./1 BA. 1 biock from SJSU.
Valley to help you find jobs that Free basic cable, laundry room,
suit your skill set. It allows you parking, modem appliances. Rent
to act smart in your job search. begins at $725./rno. + $500. dep.
For information call 971-0869 or
Available at Spartan Bookstore.
see manager at Royale Apts, 485
S. 9th & William St Also accepting
RESTAURANT PARTTIME
applications for Fall semester.
Day and evenirg shrfts.
Excellent pay. Apply in person at
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Pasta Mla,
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
2565 N. 1st St. a
Wak or ride bike to school. Ample
call John / Doug at 4357300.
parking, garage available Secured
EARN $1,5001NEEKLY mailig our entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry
circulars! Begin Now! Free packet! facilities. Remodeled, roomy & very
SEYS, Dept. 15, Box 4000, clean. Call Manager 288-9157
leave message.
Cordova, TN 38018-4000.
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
LOST Sc FOUND
Firm seeking to expand in Bay
Area. Sales reps and managers
needed. Full time and part time DTA: I LOST CONTACT with you!
avail. For more info regarding the We had Bus 50 together Spring
company, call Ftyan at 95543281.
’90. Write Frank 681N. lEith St
San Jose, CA 95112. U know her?
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES
fisheries. Eam $600.+/week in
canneries or S4,000. +/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation! WRITING & RESEARCH SerAcee.
Room & boardl Male or Female. Terrn paper & thesis preparation
Over 8,000 openings. For employ- and assistance. All subjects. Quail.
ment program call 1-206-545- fied he-kers on every topic. Editing.
Restnerg. Resumes ESL students
4155 ext A6041.
welcomed. Wak guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
satisfactory senAce. Improve your
HOUSING
p,rades1 (Berkeley) 5108415036.
FEMALE, NONSMOKER NEEDED
to share 2 barn./1 bath apt. wrth VIDEO SERVICES SPECIALIZING
pcol. Near It. rail, Willow Glen & in weddirgs. Recordng editng and
Almaden Expy. $350. + 1/2 util. duplication. Affordable and profee
Call 26543553.
sional. Call 408/7231813.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE
Unwanted hat removed former.
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
Specialist Confidential.
when you need to study or your
favcrite sweater missing in action?
Disposable or your own probe.
Live elate just minutes from SJSU. 335 S. Bawvood Av. San Jose, Ca.
Spacious studios from only $495.
Call 247.7486.
CaN Stephanie - 408/571143800.

WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
-STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open excluss,ey
to SJSU Students, Nunn’, and
Advisory Faculty!
Services nclude:
$ ALA) Loans $ Personal Loans
S Debt Consolidation Loans S
Share (savngs) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Convenient location:
48 S. 7th Stieet. Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info: (408)947-7273.
BREAST ENLARGEMENT.
Medically proven nonsurgical.
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
Baty lmagng (408) 374-4960.
SON, OiSCOUNTI
Perrnanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires 5- 31- 93.
4084794500
Hair Today Gone Tanomnv
621E Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.
ADVERTISE YOUR SERVICE
in the Spartan Daily Classified.
Call 9243277.
MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
waxing, tweezing or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove
your unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip - Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty 15% discount.
lst. appt. 1/2 price if made by
5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
017, Campbell . (408) 379.3500.
IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
16 yrs of legal esperence
HI, labor cat, green card
corporation & business.
Law Offices of Stanley K Yin
2021 The Alameda, Suite 350
San Jose, CA 95126
TTD 408/249-9532
Voice 408/249-9567.
WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Term paper assistance. Versatile,
exrert staff. Experenced with ESL
students. Ernergencies welcomed.
to54ree 800777-7901.

CALI.UNDA TODAY
TRAVEL
for expenenced, professional word
SPRING BREAK GET -AWAY! processing Theses, term papers,
Cabo San Lucas Mexico 5 days!
group projects, etc. All formats
ncluding APA. Laser pnnter.
$309. per person. Discount airline
Transcription and Fax services
tickets and more! Voyagers Travel.
available. Almaden/Branham area.
Tonia 379-9934.
Call for appontment
(408)264-4504.
GOING somewhere this sunnier?
Europe, Asia, Indian subccntinent.,
Hawaii? For low fares & accommo FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING 16
dations call 408/261-9564.
TRANSCRIPTION. Professional]
home typist w/ Laser/et printer.
HEADING FOR EUROPE this $2.00 / double spaced page.
summer? Only $269.11 Jet there Open almost 24 hours a day.
ANYTIME for $269. hvith AIRHITCH! 7 days a week. Term papers,
(From L.A. - Hawaii $129.. resumes, correspondence, etc.
New York - $129. each way!) West San Jose near Cupertino.
Suzame: 4465658.
AIRHITCH 0 31039,10550.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, U.S.?
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
4C6/997-3647.

WORD PROCESSING

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and Erghsh papers / the
ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Viginia 4C6251D449

CREATIVE RASCALS Desktop Publishng
Terrn papers. reports, resumes.
Affordable’ 408-3640806

WORD PROCESSOR
Retired secretary. Let me do the
typing!! Resumes, term papers,
theses, etc. Grad & undergrad.
IBM Comp/Laser printer.
Available days
(eves/weekends by appt)
Appointment necessary.
Call Anna - 9724992.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word processing! Theses, term
papers, nursing & group projects,
resumes, letters, manusaipts, etc.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laserlet Alll
famats phis APA. Spelling punctu
ation and grammar assistance. Alli PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Wad Processng Terrn Papers
work guaranteedl Save SS$ with
Theses Graduate Work. APA &
referral discounts! For worryfree,
Turabizn. Desktop Publishing
dependable, and prompt service,
Graphic Desgn & Lahout.
call PAM at 247-2681 (8aii r8prn).
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
.A NEATLY TYPED PAPER gets the
V. I. P. Graphics
best grades. This English teacher
Neer Oakridge Mall
has 30 years’ experience typing
3639254.
and welcomes foreign students.
Best rates! Fast service!
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
(408) 2957438.
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
I HATE TO TYPE!
If this got your attention, give your- structure, punctuation: format
self a break. Let me do a for youl (APA. Turabrm, MLA); table/graph
Free pick up and delivery. preparation; custom postscript
Resumes, term papers & theses. laser printing. (Also edit disks)
APA format. $2.00 per double Resume/cover letter preparation.
spaced page / $5.00 minimum. International Students Welcome!
Call Julie - 9988354.
Willow Glen area. 7:30arn-8:30rni.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

DOMMODOOMODOOMMOOMEIDET1E10
ElOOMMODEIMECOOMOMOODOOLJEILIE1
ClOODOOIDOOMMEEDOODEIMOCIODDLOD
OMEILICIECOMMEIMOODECOMEIMML
Name

Ad Rates:

3 -line minimum
One
Two
1114.
Days
Days
Day
3 linos
5S
57
59
4 lines
510
58
56
5 lines
57
511
59
6 lines
512
510
511
5l
PaCh additional line

Few
Days
511
512
513
514

Five
Days
513
514
S1S
516

After the fifth day, retrincreases by S1 per day.
First line (25 spates) in bold free of (forge
tip to 5 additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
’3-9 lines: $70." 10-14 lines: $S0.
" 15-19Iines: $110.

Please check ./
your classification:

A.:tritest
try

tate

Io code

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA, 95192-0149
Classified desk is kxated in Dwight Bentel Halt Room ICA.
Deadline: Two days before publication. IN All ads are prepaid.
III Concert iye &lira ions dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads.
N QUESTIONS? CALL 14011) 924-3277

_
_
_
_

Announcements
Automotive
Electroncs
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Services
Travel
Tutofini
;
Word Pi,.

-

.11TISN.

6

Mardi 24,

V93

San

lose State Utst’. r
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Contract

LET IT ROLL

From page I

JENNIF CR FFURTADO - .,PAliT AN DAILY

rdeve Swearinger practices Tuesday afternoon in the Student
Union Games Area bowling lanes. Swearinger competes for the
intercollegiate bowling team, which is ranked fifth in the

nation. The team placed first in the sectional championships
held in Portland on March 13 and 14 with a team score of 1151
points.

Faculty: Fear and loathing for CSU teachers
tom page 1

not been funded in recent
years. In a sense, the lack of
sabbaticals hurts the students.
"The cutbacks in staff hurt
the students and the faculty
the cuts have an impact on
everybody. Evans said as the
faculty workloads increase, and
as their salary decreases, other
universities are poaching
luring the faculty to other
universities. And that means
the qualit y of education at SJSU
is beginning to worsen. Our job
as faculty is very much hurt."
Daniel Goldston, professor
ot mathematics and computer
rice, disagreed with the
npor tame of the sabbaticals.
"I don’t think it’s an issue at
the moment. It’s been a couple
of years since we had them. But
I think the question of lay offs
are more important:’ Goldston
said.
Goldston added the parttime teachers are more affected
by the budget than tenured or
tenured -track professors.
"The part-time professors
are hired on a per-semester
Goldston said. "In the
math department, some professors received lay offs last spring,
but a large number of them
were re-h i red.

"There are also what CSU
calls ’six year people’ in that
these professors have first crack
at teaching before the parttimers. I just heard on Monday
that the union and the CSU
administration are ready to roll
over the contract for one more
year."
Goldston added that the pay
raise that is affected by the cost
which is different
of living
from the MSAs has not been
implemented in the past two
years.
"Actually the past pay raise
of 3.9 percent was implemented
in January of 1991, whereas the
administrators had an 8- to 10percent salary increase in
August of 1990-91."
Goldston said the MSAs are
based on step salary increases
and the professor status: assistant professor, associate professor or full-time professor.
Goldston said once a professor
is involved in the steps, the pay
raise will be automatic yet
the budget cuts have delayed
the MSAs.
Carlotta Campbell, communication specialist for the CFA
in Long Beach, said there was a
projected reduction of faculty
at several campuses including
Northridge, San Louis Obispo

away, 150 students will be
and possibly San Berdadino.
Blair Whitney, Associated affected.
Also, he said the remaining
Students president-elect, said
there were many choices ahead. professors will have a workload
"The concern is this: are we increase, especially without
going to draw the line, and salary increases in over two
make CSU a diploma mill or years.
"Both the legislature and the
preserve the quality of education?" Whitney asked "The sit- CSU have turned away the
uation now is changing, where obligation to pay for the steps
a real disaster for
it’s
only the elite and those who can
afford to go to college will pros- morale," Nickelson said. "In
many cases, we are losing
per.
In the short term, the fee junior faculty. These faculty
increases will be good for the were promised to be paid
faculty, but in the long term, accordingly (for their work),
we’re turning the CSU system and they’re finding out the
for a public institution to a pri- opposite."
Nickelson also referred to
vate one."
Pat Nickelson, president of San Jose and how the city has
CFA in Long Beach, also had taken the brunt of some of the
worst economic troubles.
dire predictions.
"In San Jose, for instance,
"The governor’s current
budget is widely regarded as an housing costs are so high that
over-optimistic budget," Nick- faculty can’t even find a decent
elson said. "There is a good apartment," he said. "There is a
chance the governor’s proposal terrible housing crunch. The
in January actually hit the high- union is carrying a grievance in
water mark; we may see cuts lack of MSAs this year, but we’re
dealt to all of the state agencies. hoping to see some breakWe’re fairly confident that throughs.
"In a very tough fiscal envithings will get worse, not betronment, most people have
ter."
Nickelson went on to say the expected a turn for the worst.
CFA is gravely concerned about We’re lobbying in Sacramento
potential lay offs, and that every right now so we can get our
time an instructor is turned payments back."

Other colleges have established
gay-oriented housing units in
recent years with little controversy.
"Ideally, it’d be good for everybody to be able to live together,
but there Ls a large amount of hostility toward gays and lesbians
because of who they are," said
Thom limner, co-chairman of the
National Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Student :aucus.
"People an’t get any learning
done if there’s this overall threat
of violenk to them."
Opponents said the proposed
dorm at Cornell would be segregationist and would worsen relations between gays and heterosexuals.
Supporters said it would give
gay students a place where they
could !eel comfortable on a predominantly heterosexual and
often host i le campus.
"’l’he creation of this unit will
send a very strong signal that

invisibility and harassment no
longer will be tolerated," said
Joseph L. Barrios, who represents
gays, lesbians and bisexuals on
the student assembly.
"It would mean coming home
and not having to be afraid."
Cornell
President
Frank
Rhodes, who declined to be interviewed, said in a letter to assembly president Pankaj Taiwan "I
fully share the assembly’s support
for diversity in the university
community."
But Rhodes said he was "distressed" by the student assembly’s
a.ssertion that gay students feel
tinempowered and unprotected
on campus and said he didn’t
know whether the gay living unit
would dissolve barriers or create
them.
Rhodes has 30 days to decide
on the proposal.
Cornell already has special interest dormitories, called theme
houses, for students interested in

music, languages, ecology and
other issues.
Junior Jonathan Bloedow said
he condemns harassment of
homosexuals but doesn’t think a
gay dorm is the solution.
"I draw a distinction between
acceptance of individuals and
acceptance of individuals’ ideology," he said.
Since fall, about 20 students at
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst have lived in a gay-lesbian -bisexual "corridor." The
University of California has about
40 students living in two gay
"theme" dormitories, and Rutgers
University started a gay studies
living unit for about 10 students
this year in its "special interests"
dormitory.
Officials at the three schools
say the special areas were set up
with little fuss.
"They did it and it’s done and
that’s it," said Rutgers housing
manager Robert Spear.

Get up in the morniw Have a cup of cqffec. Eat a bagel. Drive to campus. Sit
in traffic. Park in the last available space. Hike it over to your class/o ce.
WAIT STOP Break the dull barrier Pick up a Spartan Daily and enjoy.

MAC & PC
RENTALS
DAILY, WEEKLY,
MONTHLY RATES
Computers’ To Go
539 S. Murphy S’Vale

(408) 746-2945

Get the credit you deserve
crt The Bectch.
Califomia State University, Long Beach
Summer Session 1993.
Three Sessions

May 31-July ilium 21-luly 30,
July 12-August 20

Over 1,300 classes offered

No formal admission to the
CSULB

in 75 departments

UNIVERSITY

Easy registrcrtion VISA 8r
MasterC,ard accepted

University required

EXTENSION

Dory cmd evening classes

S"

Units me transferrable

r".

Call for a free class schedule: (310) 985-2360. or write to: University Extension Services,
CSULB, 1250 Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90840-8002

STUDENT SAVINGS!

r

()II, CHANGE

$10.00

Gay rights gaining ground at school
StuITILACA, N.Y. (AP)
dent Carla Roland was walking
along a stone path on the Cornell
University campus one day last
fall when she saw a message
scrawled in colored chalk. It said
"1-800 DIE-HOMO."
"Nly life changed," said the 21yearold senior, who is gay. "It’s so
vivid in my mind. It was a huge
turning point for me."
Roland and several other students soon asked for a separate
living area for homosexual students.
The Ivy League ampus is split
over the idea, with debate tiocused
on whether segregation is the best
way to foster tolerance.
Cornell’s Student Assembly
passed a proposal this month
calling for a wing of a campus
dormitory to be reserved for
about 60 students, homosexual or
heterosexual, interested in protnot i ng "gay, lesbian and bisexual
awareness."

effect during the 1993-1994 academic year."
"We wanted to put a date of
implementation of July 1, 1994,"
Fimbres said.
This would clarify the date of
implementation; the existing language is ambiguous.
Fimbres said MSAs are being
addressed in a site letter of agreement.
A site letter is an amendment
to the contract. The letters are
designed to elaborate on the
existing language, or clarify a section’s meaning.
The letter concerning MSAs
states that the budget need not
have funds specifically allocated
for MSAs for the CSU to grant
them.
They can be paid out of funds
termed "unallocated" in the budget.
CFA President Pat Nickelson
and labor consultant Ed Purcell
will attend a meeting today at
noon in Engineering 285. They
will be discussing the issues of
MSAs, layoffs and promotion as
well as an update on the contract
situation.

in the budget as unallocated
funds.
"(The governor) gave the lump
sum of money, without any
strings attached, to Munitz," Fimbres said.
The CFNs position is that
"there is evidence to show that
MSAs should be there and
(the governor) decided to take
the language out we’re fighting
that," Fimbres said.
A date for arbitration of the
grievance has yet to be decided.
The CFA originally requested
a two-year contract. "That was
shot down," Fimbres said. "It’s
going to be only a one-year contract."
Munitz told the CFA bargaining team if things run smoothly
under this agreement, it should
be renewed for another year.
Except for a few changes, the
new contract is virtually identical
to the old.
The changes are outlined in
the preliminary memorandum of
understanding (MOU), a list of
amendments made to the contract.
One item refers to the portion
of provision 20.2b of the contract,
which calls for a reduction of the
faculty workload.
Fimbres said this means, over
a period of time, faculty would
teach three courses instead of
four, and so on.
The provision, originally to be
implemented during the 19921993 academic year, was deferred
to this year.
But the new language states
that the provision "shall not take

TUNE-UP SPECIAL"

1$30.00...

4 Cylinder

j$40.00... 6 Cylinder

:$50.00...

MOST CARS

8 Cylinder

Most Cars

( ’hassis Luhe
Replace )11 Filter
*I tp to 5 Qts.
*Check/Fill Hind.
exp. 4/15/93

I

Replace spark plugs and air filter.
Check cap, rotor, wires, & scope

L

exp. 4/15/93

5utex
ervice
1854 So. Seventh St. San Jose
(lust two blocks south of Spartan Skit-6m)

(408) 280-1115
Ask for Mike

4. "4.
,

MON-FRI
Sam-6pm
SAT
9am-1pm

OUR GRAND’ OPENING

’,"46-4.1%.10).."MUUDCIX11:1C7z.Za..91=raltsr,o04".1
119,SMS.ratIVarlsra,.11.

13=T7.7.aW.or.ste0"-

You’re invited to participate in an impromptu
theatre experience focused on

ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
Thursday, March 25, 1993 at 12:00pm at
the Student Union Amphitheater
Prizes for the group with the largest attendance
Sponsored

by the PEP Center

